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THE COMMERCE CLAUSE OF THE FEDERAL CONSTI- 
TUTION AND TWO RECENT CASES 

DEALING WITH IT. 

N the historic case of M'Culloch v. Maryland,' CHIEF JUSTICE 
MARSHALL said, referring to the Federal Government: "This 

government is acknowledged by all to be one of enumerated pow- 
ers. The principle that it can exercise only the powers granted to 
it, would seem too apparent to have required to be enforced by all 
those arguments which its enlightened friends, while it was depend- 
ing before the people, found it necessary to urge. That principle 
is now universally admitted, but the question respecting the extent 
of the powers actually granted is perpetually arising and will 
probably continue to arise as long as our system shall exist." It did 
not require a high order of prophetic power to be able to make this 
forecast. Chesterfield says in substance and says truly-"There have 
been misers of money but none of power." The Federal Govern- 
ment today exercises powers of a variety and extent which were not 
dreamed of by the framers of the Constitution. 

While it is generally conceded in the language of the great Chief 
Justice that our government is one of enumerated powers, it is now 
especially true that the extent of the powers actually granted is 
widely discussed; and claims of national power are put forward 
by one school of statesmen and jurists, which to those holding the 
conservative views, universal at an earlier period in our history, 
seem most extravagant and unfounded. 

A gifted leader of the Chicago bar, one of the great lawyers of 
this country, whose reputation, through his brilliant and successful 
presentation of the case of the United States before the Alaskan 
Boundary Tribunal, has become, to some extent, international, 
JUDGE J. M. DICKINSON, in a recent address before the New York 
State Bar Association, standing fast upon the ancient ways, has 
entered an earnest and eloquent protest against views recently pro- 
mulgated by those high in authority, as well as in the confidence 
of the American people, upon this important subject. I am not sure 
that I altogether agree with the point of view of my distinguished 
friend. I agree that the meaning of the Constitution was fixed 
when it was adopted, in the languageof JUDGE COOLEY; but it does 
not follow, as a necessary corollary from this, that that meaning is 
not different at any subsequent time when a court has occasion to 
pass upon it. 

14 Wheat. 316. 
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The founders of our government were establishing a constitution 
and not a code of municipal law. Its permanency could only be 
secured, and its adaptability to future conditions made possible, as 
MARSHALL has well said, by marking its great outlines and desig- 
nating its important objects. It is to the grant of power to regulate 
commerce contained in this instrument, to which most of the mod- 
ern claims of the extended power of national legislation, are 
referred. If it be true that, comprehended within this power is the 
right to regulate the instrumentalities of commerce, it is equally 
true that as these instrumentalities, by the introduction of steam 
power and electricity, have radically and entirely changed since the 
adoption of the Constitution, this grant of power does not mean 
precisely and exactly what it did when the Constitution was adopted. 
This is not to say that the intent of the framers of that instrument 
is thus defeated or altered. As profound students of government 
they can not be supposed to have been ignorant of the great truth 
that nothing is more certain and inevitable than change. Today is 
not as yesterday and never can be; and while these great men can 
hardly be presumed to have comprehended, or even faintly realized 
those unifying influences which, during the last century, through 
facility of intercourse and communication, have developed this coun- 
try into one Nation in a sense that was absolutely and physically 
impossible in their day, they yet may well be presumed to have 
intended, in marking out the great outlines of our government, that 
they should be drawn upon a scale of magnitude, adequate to admit 
of the fullest possible expansion and development of national growth 
and national power. 

So the Constitution must be construed in the light of present con- 
ditions. Thus its framers intended. They did not intend that it 
should be a bed of Procrustes upon which the Nation should be 
laid, and-stretched, or hewed and mangled, as the case might be, to 
fit its iron and resistless frame. 

Nor was it contemplated nor is it desirable, that frequent changes 
and amendment should be made by the people. Under our system 
of jurisprudence the exposition of the courts, in developing and 
applying the Constitution to new conditions and new situations in 
the national life, is a much more normal and healthy system of 
organic growth and development than the fitful and uncertain pro- 
cess of Constitutional amendment can possibly be. Col. George 
R. Peck, lately President of the American Bar Association, in deliv- 
ering the annual address before the association in I9oo said, truly 
and eloquently: "The National. Constitution, under the guidance of 
our great court of last resort, has grown and developed, not, per- 
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haps, like an unwritten one, but still keeping abreast with the 
demands of 'progressive history.' This does not mean that a written 
constitution grows by being violated whenever its provisions stand 
in the way of National progress; but it does mean that our Consti- 
tution was by the enlightened foresight of its framers, made to be 
an intelligent guide and chart, not a mere list of obstacles." 

I purpose to discuss two recent cases decided in this interesting 
and important field of Constitutional law, both of which deal with a 
recent act of Congress which was sought to be justified under the 
commerce clause of the Constitution and in each of which cases the 
act in question was held to be unconstitutional. The cases are How- 
ard v. Illinois Central Railroad Co., decided by the Circuit Court of 
the United States for the Western District of Tennessee, Western 
Division, by JUDGE MCCALL, District Judge, and reported in 148 
Federal Reporter, 997 and Brooks v. Southern Pacific Co., decided 
in the Circuit Court of the United States for the Western District of 
Kentucky, by JUDGE EVANS, District Judge, and reported in 148 
Federal Reporter, 986. 

The act of Congress in question is as follows: 
"An act relating to liability of common carriers in the District of 

Columbia and Territories and common carriers engaged in com- 
merce between the States and between the States and foreign 
nations to their employees. 

"Sec. I. Be it enacted by the senate and house of representatives 
of the United States of America in congress assembled, that every 
common carrier engaged in trade or commerce in the District of 
Columbia, or in any territory of the United States, or between the 
several states, or between any territory and another, or between any 
territory or territories and any state or states, or the District of 
Columbia, or with foreign nations, or between the District of Colum- 
bia and any state or states or foreign nations, shall be liable to any 
of its employees, or, in the case of his death, to his personal repre- 
sentative for the benefit of his widow and, children, if any; if none, 
then for his parents; if none, then for his next of kin dependent 
upon him, for all damages which may result from the negligence of 
its officers, agents, or employees, or by reason of any defect or insuf- 
ficiency due to its negligence in its cars, engines, appliances, 
machinery, track, roadbed, ways, or works. 

"Sec. 2. That in all actions hereafter brought against any com- 
mon carriers to recover damages for personal injuries to an 
employee, or where such injuries have resulted in his death, the 
fact that the employee may have been guilty of contributory negli- 
gence shall not bar a recovery where his contributory negligence 
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was slight and that of the employer was gross in comparison, but 
the damages shall be diminished by the jury in proportion to the 
amount of negligence attributable to such employee. All questions 
of negligence and contributory negligence shall be for the jury. 

"Sec. 3. That no contract of employment, insurance, relief benefit, 
or indemnity for injury or death entered into by or on behalf of any 
employee, nor the acceptance of any slch insurance, relief benefit 
or indemnity by the person entitled thereto, shall constitute any 
bar or defense to any action brought to recover damages for per- 
sonal injuries to or death of such employee: Provided, however, 
that upon the trial of such action against any common carrier the 
defendant may set off therein any sum it has contributed toward 
any such insurance, relief benefit, or indemnity that may have been 
paid to the injured employee, or, in case of his death to his per- 
sonal representative. 

"Sec. 4. That no action shall be maintained under this act, unless 
commenced within one year from the time the cause of action 
accrued. 

"Sec. 5. That nothing in this act shall be held to limit the duty of 
common carriers by railroads or impair the rights of their employees 
under the safety-appliance act of March second, eighteen hundred 
and ninety-three, as amended April first, eighteen hundred and 
ninety-six, and March second, nineteen hundred and three." 

In the Howard case the plaintiff sued as administratrix to recover 
damages under this act for the death of her intestate, a locomotive 
fireman, in the service of a defendant company and killed while 
in the service of one of the defendants. The Brooks case was in 
all respects similar, plaintiff's intestate in that case having been also 
employed as a fireman, although it there appeared that he was thus 
employed on a locomotive of the defendant engaged in interstate 
commerce. This did not clearly appear in the Howard case but 
was apparently assumed. The opinion in each case proceeds upon 
substantially the same grounds and largely upon the citation of the 
same authorities. The conclusion reached by JUDGE: MCCALL in the 
Tennessee case is thus announced at the end of his opinion: "My 
conclusion is that Congress is not authorized under the commerce 
clause of the Constitution of the United States to enact this legis- 
lation for the reason that the relation of interstate common carriers 
engaged in interstate-trade or commerce to their employes and their 
liability to them in damages for injuries sustained in their employ- 
ment as the result of the negligence of any of their officers, agents 
or employes or by reason of any defects or insufficiency due to their 
negligence in their cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, road 
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bed, ways or work, is not commerce within the meaning of the Con- 
stitution. But if it were, the act does not undertake to regulate this 
relation or liability, but simply announces by an act of Congress a 
new law on torts limited to a special class of those engaged in inter- 
state commerce. The act does not limit the liability which it seeks 
to impose upon common carriers engaged in interstate trade and 
commerce to such common carriers, but imposes the same liability 
upon common carriers engaged in trade and commerce wholly 
within the State." 

JUDGE EVANS concludes on the first question, namely, whether 
this Statute is within the power of Congress, that it is not, and 
declares: "In the opinion of the Court the act does not regulate com- 
merce among the States. While Congress seems to have desired in 
this instance to exert the power given by the Constitution for that 
purpose, it, in fact, regulated something which is not commerce at 
all." 

As to the second point, he held that the statute attempted through 
the same provisions to regulate commerce generally, including both 
interstate commerce and that purely local to the States and that as 
the matters within congressional competency were inseparably com- 
bined with those which were not, no part of the act could be sus- 
tained. JUDGE EVANS made one suggestion that is entitled to espe- 
cial consideration and that is that the act of Congress provides that 
every common carrier engaged in interstate commerce shall be 
liable to any of its employes for all damages resulting from the.neg- 
ligence of any of its officers, agents, etc., whether or not such 
employes had anything to do with interstate commerce. It would 
apparently follow, therefore, that if a clerk or employe in a freight 
house, left a trap door open and another employe fell through it 
into the cellar and was injured even though the injury had nothing 
to do with the movement of the subjects of interstate commerce, 
the common employer would be liable under this act, provided it 
was to any extent engaged in such commerce. I shall venture here- 
after to say a word on this aspect of the question. 

Now it is not necessary to say that these cases were decided 
erroneously and it is not the purpose of this paper to demonstrate 
that proposition. I am inclined to think they were not correctly 
decided; but I desire without discussing that question, except inci- 
dentally, to refer to some authorities and some considerations many 
of which seem entirely to have escaped the atteition of the learned 
judges deciding these cases and which seem to me entitled to very 
serious consideration in reaching any conclusion upon this profound 
and fundamental question of Constitutional law. 
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The constitutional grant of power to Congress in this regard is 
substantially as follows: 

"The Congress shall have power * * * to regulate com- 
merce with foreign nations and among the several States and with 
the Indian tribes." 

It seems almost trite and common place to quote the language of 
MARSHALL so often quoted, as found in his opinions in the early his- 
tory of our constitutional jurisprudence, in which he indicated the 
nature and extent of the power over commerce thus granted to the 
Congress. In its most compendious form his views upon this sub- 
ject are stated in Gibbons v. Ogden,2 in which he says: "It is the 
power to regulate; that is to prescribe the rule by which commerce 
is to be governed. This power, like all others vested in Congress, 
is complete in itself, may be exercised to its utmost extent and 
acknowledges no limitations other than are prescribed in the Con- 
stitution. These are expressed in plain terms and do not affect the 
questions which arise in this case or which have been discussed at 
the bar. If, as has always been understood, the sovereignty of Con- 
gress, though limited to specified objects, is plenary as to those 
objects, the power over commerce with foreign nations and among 
the several States is vested in Congress as absolutely as it would be 
in a single government having in its constitution the same restric- 
tions on the exercise of the power as are found in the Constitu- 
tion of the United States." 

The first and perhaps most important question is-Can such a 
regulation of the liability of a carrier, engaged in interstate com- 
merce, to its employes, be considered as fairly within the scope of 
this power to regulate commerce granted to the Congress by the 
Constitution ? 

I am aware that efforts have been made by distinguished jurists 
to establish the proposition that the grant of power to Congress to 
regulate commerce between the States is more limited and restricted 
than its right to regulate commerce between this and foreign 
nations; but I understand that this proposition has been finally and 
conclusively rejected by the Supreme Court of the United States. 

In Champion v. Ames,3 it was urged upon the Court unsuccess- 
fully and found no recognition except in the very learned and able 
dissenting opinion of the Chief Justice in which three of his asso- 
ciates joined. On the contrary, Mr. JUSTICE HARLAN in writing for 
the Court quoted with approval, language used by CHIrEn JUSTICE 
MARSHALL in Gibbons v. Ogden, as follows: 

29 Wheat. i, 196-197. 
3 I88 U. S. 321. 
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"It has been truly said that commerce as the word is used in the 
Constitution is a unit every part of Which is indicated by the term. 
If this be the admitted meaning of the word in its application to 
foreign nations, it must carry the same meaning throughout the 
sentence and remain a unit unless there be some plain intelligible 
cause which alters it." 

If it would be competent therefore for Congress to impose this 
liability upon ocean carriers engaged in commerce between ports of 
the United States and those of other countries, it would seem to 
be at least worthy of consideration whether or not Congress did 
not possess the same power as to carriers engaged in commerce 
between the several States. 

I understand that Congress has such power in respect of mari- 
time carriers engaged in foreign commerce; that it has frequently 
been exercised and never questioned nor denied as will appear by 
some cases hereafter to be cited. This view of the subject receives 
no attention at the hands of either of the judges whose opinions are 
under consideration. 

The opinion of the Court in this, the lottery case, contains a full 
and extended review of earlier decisions and is one of the most 
recent and authoritative expositions of the law on this subject 
emanating from that great tribunal. 

It is no solution of this question to say, as does JUDGE MCCALL 
in his opinion, not merely once but repeatedly, that the liability of 
a common carrier to its employes for injuries is not interstate com- 
merce. Neither are railways, bridges or ships commerce, interstate 
or otherwise; yet their construction, location and use may be regu- 
lated and controlled by Congress when employed in connection 
with interstate commerce. In view of the plenary and sovereign 
nature of the power of Congress in this regard, it is hardly too 
much to say that every person derives his right to engage in inter- 
state commerce under national authority; that he may exercise this 
right only upon the conditions which Congress sees fit to prescribe 
in respect thereof; that in this respect this right is as wholly derived 
from national authority as are the charter rights of a corporation 
from the sovereign from which they emanate; with foreign and 
interstate commerce the States have absolutely nothing to do. In 
that restricted field where their legislative enactments have been 
permitted to stand, although, somewhat related to interstate com- 
merce, this has been not because of any inherent vitality in such 
legislation considered by itself, but because from the silence or fail- 
ure of Congress to occupy this field, the courts have raised the pre- 
sumption that it was the national legislative will that the State 
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should be, sub modo, permitted to act in it. It would appear there- 
fore to be at least a moderate statement that, in respect of interstate 
commerce and all its incidents, the Congress has the same power of 
the police, which is possessed by legislatures of the several States 
in respect of matters within the sovereignty of each State. 

What then is ,the nature of this statute? It is obviously an 
effort by the nation in an appropriate field to do what has so often 
been done by the States, namely, in the exercise of its power of 
police, to secure greater security in life and limb to those carried 
by, or engaged in interstate transportation, and also to guarantee 
greater security for property. Possibly the members of Congress 
may be of the opinion that to increase to carriers the cost of acci- 
dents may be one way to lessen their appalling frequency, which 
now shocks the civilized world. 

No court can as a matter of law, and exercising strictly judicial 
functions, declare that this is not so. 

It seems to me plainly a sound principle to say that an enlarged 
liability of a carrier to his employes for injuries sustained in the 
carrier's service, would tend strongly to make that carrier more 
cautious in all methods of operation; and this would appear to be 
at least a debatable question within legislative competence to decide, 
if the power to legislate at all on the subject exists. 

But in addition to this, if Congress deem that such risks as are 
imposed on carriers by this act ought justly to be borne by them, 
and not by their employes, this is clearly a matter for that body to 
decide, as incident to its paramount and plenary control over com- 
merce between the States. As will presently appear, this has been 
frequently recognized as the law by the Federal Courts in respect of 
the power of Congress over liability to sailors and that power has 
been referred to the commerce clause of the Constitution. 

It is well known that conditions of service in any line of employ- 
ment largely influence the character of men who are willing to 
enter it. As giving pensions to soldiers and sailors and those 
dependent upon them in case of their death may thus be justified 
upon considerations not at all sentimental but wholly practical, so 

ameliorating the condition of the vast army of men employed in 
interstate carriage may well be supposed to tend to secure a better, 
more intelligent and more efficient class of employes than would, 
under different considerations, be available. 

This question is not altogether barren of authority. When the 

power of the State was first asserted in this field, and an effort was 
made, by the legislatures of some of the States, to regulate the lia- 
bility of railway companies to their employes, these interests at once 
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challenged this effort as an attempted regulation of interstate com- 
merce and thus an invasion of the power of the nation. So, 
strangely enough, in the Sixth Circuit in which JUDGE EVANS and 
JUDGE MCCALL both sat, although neither of them seemed to be 
aware of it, the Circuit Court of Appeals has discussed and in effect 
decided this very question adversely to the views which they now 
express. 

Peirce v. Van. Dusen.4 This was an action brought by the plain- 
tiff, a brakeman, in the employ of the receiver of a railway, in the 
Circuit Court of the United States for the Western Division of the 
Northern District of Ohio, to recover for injuries alleged to have 
been caused by the negligence of a conductor employed by the 
receiver under whose control the plaintiff was placed when injured. 
There was a verdict for the plaintiff, a judgment on the verdict and 
then the case went to the Circuit Court of Appeals. The provisions 
of the Ohio Statutes were such as to change the Common Law rule 
as it obtains generally and to permit the plaintiff on the facts stated 
to recover. It was contended that the statute was unconstitutional 
as an encroachment upon the power of Congress to regulate inter- 
state commerce, because the railway company of which the appellant 
was receiver was thus engaged. Mr. JUSTIcE HARLAN wrote the 

opinion of the Court, discussed the question elaborately and held 
the statute to be constitutional. In considering this subject he used 
language, which while it may be said to be dictum, was yet most 
plainly a part of the reasoning of the Court in reaching the con- 
clusion which he announced. At page 700 he said: 

"Undoubtedly, the whole subject of the liability of interstate rail- 
road companies for the negligence of those in their service may be 
covered by national legislation enacted by congress under its power 
to regulate commerce among the States. But, as Congress has not 
dealt with that subject, it was competent for Ohio to declare that an 
employe of any railroad corporation doing business here, including 
those engaged in commerce among the States, shall be deemed, in 
respect to his acts within this State, the superior, not the fellow ser- 
vant, of other employes placed under his control. If the effect of 
the Ohio statute be, as undoubtedly it is, to impose upon such cor- 
porations, in particular circumstances, a liability for injuries received 
by some of its employes which would not otherwise rest upon them 
according to the principles of general law, that fact does not release 
the federal court from its obligation to enforce the enactments of the 
State. Of the validity of such State legislation we entertain no 
doubt. In Railway Co. v. Mackey, 127 U. S., 205, 208, 2IO, the 

78 Fed. Rep. 693. 
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Supreme Court had occasion to consider several objections to a law 
of Kansas, making railroad companies liable for injuries suffered by 
employes through the negligence of their fellow servants. Reply- 
ing to the objection that such legislation denie'd the equal protection 
of the laws to railroad companies, in that it did not apply alike to 
all corporations, the court said: 

'But the hazardous character of the business of operating a rail- 
way would seem to call for special legislation with respect to rail- 
road corporations, having for its object the protection of their 
employes as well as the safety of the public. The business of other 
corporations is not subject to similar dangers to their employes, 
and no objections, therefore, can be made to the legislation on the 
ground of its making an unjust discrimination.'" 

This case was not alluded to either by JUDGE EVANS or JUDGE 
McCATL, although it contains an expression of the Circuit Court 
of Appeals for that circuit upon the very point at issue, and that too 
in an opinion by the justice of the Supreme Court assigned to that 
circuit. 

I have not the time to make nor will the limits _of this article per- 
mit anything like an exhaustive review of the authorities upon this 
subject. I only cite a few to illustrate those considerations which 
seem to me to have been ignored in the opinions under review, for 
the purpose of illustrating that such considerations are material 
and important and not unfortified by judicial authority. I will now 
refer to a decision in which the power of Congress to deal with the 
liability to their employes, of those engaged in foreign commerce 
under this clause of the Constitution, is asserted in the broadest and 
most sweeping terms. 

Sherlock v. Alling.5 In that case an action had been brought 
below against owners of a line of steamboats engaged in interstate 
commerce between Cincinnati and Louisville to recover damages 
under the statute of Indiana for the death of plaintiff's administrator 
which occurred in a fire destroying a boat belonging to the defend- 
ants and on which the deceased was a passenger. It was contended 
that the statute of Indiana created no liability and could not there- 
fore be applied to cases where injury was caused by marine tort, 
without interfering with the exclusive right of regulation of com- 
merce vested in Congress; but the Supreme Court negatived this 
contention and sustained a judgment in favor of the administrator. 
In the course of a learned opinion Mr. JUSTICE FIELD said: 

"It is true that the commercial power conferred by the Consti- 
tution is one without limitation. It authorizes legislation with 

53 Otto, 99. 
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respect to all the subjects of foreign and interstate commerce, the 
persons engaged in it, and the instruments by which it is carried 
on. And legislation has largely dealt, so far as commerce by water 
is concerned, with the instruments of that commerce. It has 
embraced the whole subject of navigation, prescribed what shall 
constitute American vessels, and by whom they shall be navigated; 
how they shall be registered or enrolled and licensed; to what ton- 
nage, hospital and other dues they shall be subjected; what rules 
they shall obey in passing each other; and what provision their 
owners shall make for the health, safety and comfort of their crews. 
Since steam has been applied to the propulsion of vessels, legisla- 
tion has embraced an infinite variety of further details, to guard 
against accident and consequent loss of life. The power to pre- 
scribe these and similar regulations necessarily involves the right 
to declare the liability which shall follow their infraction. What- 
ever, therefore, Congress determines, either as to a regulation or 
the liability for its infringement, is exclusive of State authority." 

The ruling of the Supreme Court in the celebrated case of Swift 
& Co. v. U. S.,6 in which the power of Congress to legislate against 
such combinations as those of the packers of fresh meats in Chicago, 
by which they sought to impose unlawful restraint upon commerce, 
was fully vindicated, well illustrates the progress of judicial thought 
upon this subject. It is impossible to read the opinion in that case, 
and that delivered in the same Court in United States v. Knight 
Co.,7 without being impressed with the progress made by that great 
tribunal in the direction of asserting a more dominant and extended 
national control in this field. 

But it has been insisted that the rule of liability as between the 
employes of a railroad company engaged in interstate commerce is 
not only not interstate commerce, which I suppose no sane person 
ever supposed it to be, but that it has no relation to interstate com- 
merce, so as to warrant any action by Congress with reference to it. 
On that subject the Supreme Court of the United States has 
expressed far different views in a case which also seems to have 
escaped entirely the attention of the judges whose opinions I criti- 
cise; for neither of them refers to it. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 
Co. v. Baugh.8 

It was there decided that the engineer and fireman of a loco- 
motive running without any train attached, were fellow servants 
of the railroad company so as to preclude the fireman from recov- 

196 U. S. 375. 
I56 U. S. I. 

8 149 U. S. 368. 
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ering for injuries caused by the negligence of the former. It was 
contended for the plaintiff that this was a question which must be 
determined by the law of Ohio as announced by the Supreme Court 
of that State; but the Supreme Court of the United States rejected 
that contention and held that, this was a question of general law 
upon which that Court would exercise an independent judgment. 
In the course of his opinion in that case Mr. JUSTICE BREWER 
emphatically declared that the question involved was one in which 
the nation as a whole was interested. On that subject he used this 
language: 

"Further than that, it is a question in which the nation as a whole 
is interested. It enters into the commerce of the country. Com- 
merce between the States is a matter of national regulation, and to 
establish it as such was one of the principal causes which led to 
the adoption of our Constitution. Today, the volume of interstate 
commerce far exceeds the anticipation of those who framed this 
Constitution, and the main channels through which this interstate 
commerce passes are the railroads of the country. Congress has 

legislated in respect to this commerce not merely by the Interstate 
Commerce Act and its amendments (24 Stat. at L. 379), but also 

by an Act passed at the last session, requiring the use of automatic 

couplers on freight cars. Pub. Acts, chap. II3: The lines of this 

very plaintiff in error extend into half a dozen or more States, and 
its trains are largely employed in interstate commerce. As it passes 
from State to State, must the rights, obligations, and duties subsist- 

ing between it and its employes change at every State line? If to a 
train running from Baltimore to Chicago it should, within the lim- 
its of the State of Ohio, attach a car for a distance only within that 
State, ought the law controlling the relation of a brakeman on that 
car to the company to be different from that subsisting between the 
brakemen on the through cars and the company? Whatever may 
be accomplished by statute-and of that we have now nothing to 

say-it is obvious that the relations between the company and 

employe are not in any sense of the term local in character, but are 
of a general nature, and to be determined by the general rules of 
the common law. But the question is not local, but general." 

It is difficult to find more sweeping and convincing language to 
sustain the proposition that regulation of employer's liability in 
this field, whether by written or unwritten law, ought to be uni- 
form and national than is found in this opinion. 

It seems to me, with deference, taking a broad view of the scope of 
this power and its general purposes and objects, and having regard to 

existing conditions, which seem absolutely to require uniform regu- 
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lation in this particular, that it is clearly within the power of Con- 
gress to prescribe a rule governing the liability of those engaged in 
interstate commerce as carriers to their employes concerned in such 
interstate transportation. To this extent it would seem, therefore, 
as if the decisions under examination could not be sustained; but 
this is not sufficient to warrant the statement that the act in ques- 
tion is Constitutional. It is necessary to proceed further and ascer- 
tain whether under the guise of an attempt to regulate interstate 
commerce, Congress has passed beyond the boundary of its powers 
and has invaded the domain of State Sovereignty; and to this, the 
second proposition involved in those cases, I now proceed briefly 
to address myself. 

Both of the learned judges in the cases referred to hold that as 
the statute is applicable equally in favor of employes of corpora- 
tions engaged to any extent in interstate commerce, even though 
such employes are in no wise concerned in the operations of inter- 
state commerce, therefore, the statute is too broad as being in effect 
a regulation of commerce wholly within a state and therefore not 
admissible. I think this question is relieved of much of its diffi- 
culty if this act is considered as an exercise of the national power 
of police, designed and perhaps calculated to secure greater safety 
in the interstate transportation of passengers and property and also 
to those engaged in such transportation. 

Assuming that it is within the power of Congress to so provide as 
to interstate transportation, and that this provision is calculated to 
promote its obvious objects as just stated, it then assimilates itself to 
any other regulation having that purpose and which Congress has 
the power to prescribe and to make effective, even though incident- 
ally Congress may thus affect, and to some extent, regulate Com- 
merce that is wholly within a State. It is obvious that as interstate 
commerce is carried on by the railways over the same rails as that 
on which they carry on commerce wholly within the State, or if not 
so, that at junction points the rails on which commerce is carried 
on wholly within the State join those upon whidh interstate com- 
merce is carried on and that as the same employes may be engaged 
in the transportation of subjects of interstate commerce today and 
tomorrow concerned with transportation wholly within a State, it is 
impossible and wholly impracticable in any police regulations deal- 
ing with this problem to so restrict them that they shall not, in a 
measure, if they are ,to be practical and effective at all, reach and 
control, to some extent, commerce wholly within a state. As will 
presently appear this has been found to be no objection at all to the 
exercise of the power of Congress in respect of maritime transporta- 
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tion; and having regard to the views of Mr. JUSTICE BRE;WER as 
expressed in B. & O. R. R. v. Baugh, supra, that this very subject 
of liability ought to be matter of national and not State regulation, 
it seems to me that the proposition that the act in question is to be 
declared unconstitutional, on account of this feature of it, is by no 
means so plain as the learned judges writing the opinions under 
review seem to suppose. 

It is undoubtedly true that in respect of some matters the power 
of Congress is necessarily exclusive and the States can not to any 
extent interfere with interstate commerce. It is equally well settled 
that with reference to those subjects of conmmerce which are local 
and limited in their nature or sphere of operation, the States may 
prescribe regulations until Congress intervenes and assumes control. 
Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Penn.9 

This point is clearly set forth in a lucid opinion by Mr. JUSTICE 
BRADLEY in Transportation Co. v. Parkersburg.l1 The subject 
matter of this case was wharfage charges and in the course of the 
opinion the great judge who wrote it used this language: 

"Now wharves, levees and landing places are essential to com- 
merce by water, no less than a navigable channel and a clear river. 
But they are attached to the land; they are private property, real 
estate; and they are primarily, at least, subject to the local State 
laws. Congress has never yet interposed to supervise their admin- 
istration; it has hitherto left this exclusively to the States. - There is 
little doubt, however, that Congress, if it saw fit, in case of prevail- 
ing abuses in the management of wharf property,-abuses mater- 
ially interfering with the prosecution of commerce,-might inter- 
pose and make regulations to prevent such abuses. When it shall 
have done so, it will be time enough for the courts to carry its regu- 
lations into effect by judicial proceedings properly instituted. But 
until Congress has acted, the courts of the United States cannot 
assume control over the subject as a matter of Federal cognizance. 
It is Congress, and not the Judicial Department, to which the Con- 
stitution has given the power to regulate commerce with foreign 
nations, and among the several States. The courts can never take 
the initiative on this subject. 

"There are cases, it is true, which are so national in their char- 
acter and in which it is so essential that a general or national rule 
should exist, that any interference by the State Legislatures there- 
with is justly deemed to be an invasion of the power and authority 
of the general government; and in such cases the courts will inter- 

9114 U. S. I96. 
10 07 U. S. 69I. 
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pose to prevent or redress the commission of acts done or attempted 
to be done under the authority of such unconstitutional laws. In 
such cases, the non-action or silence of Congress will be deemed to 
be an indication of its will, that no exaction or restraint shall be 
imposed. Such is the import of the various passenger cases in 
which this court has pronounced unconstitutional, any tax, duty or 
other exaction imposed by the States upon emigrants landing in the 
country. Such is also the import of those cases in which it has 
been held that State laws imposing discriminating burdens upon 
the persons or products of other States, are unconstitutional; it 
being deemed the intent of Congress, that interstate commerce shall 
be free, where it has not itself imposed any restrictions thereon." 

In N. C. & St. L. Ry. Co. v. Alabama,l the Supreme Court con- 
sidered the validity of the statute of that State which provided for 
the examination of trainmen for color blindness. The statute was 
sustained, as it had been once before and it was recognized that it 
was competent for the State in the absence of congressional legis- 
lation on the subject to seek by such legislation affecting interstate 
commerce thus indirectly to provide against accidents on trains 
while within the limits of the State. Mr. JUSTICz FIELD there said: 
"It is conceded that the power of Congress to regulate interstate 
commerce is plenary; that as incident to it Congress may legislate as 
to the qualifications, duties and liabilities of employes and others on 
railway trains engaged in that commerce and that such legislation 
will supersede any State action on the subject." 

The gradual development of the idea that in many matters relat- 
ing to interstate commerce the authority of Congress is necessarily 
exclusive is well illustrated in Wa;bash Railway Co. v. Illinois.12 In 
that case Mr. JUSTICE MILLER in a learned and exhaustive opinion 
reviewed practically all previous opinions up to that time; admitted 
that in Munn v. Illinois, that Court had held that the State might 
prescribe regulations in respect of interstate commerce where the 
business thus regulated was carried on within the limits of a single 
State, and concerned State as well as interstate commerce, provided 
Congress had not acted in the matter; but in that case held that the 
Legislature of Illinois could not regulate the cost of carriage upon a 
railroad engaged in interstate business providing what a rate should 
be upon so much of an interstate haul as was made within the State 
of Illinois. In that case the learned justice used the following 
language: 

"Of the justice or propriety of the principle which lies at the foun- 
dation of the Illinois Statute it is not the province of this Court to 

11I28 U. S. 96. 
12 Ii8 U. S. 557. 
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speak. As restricted to a transportation which begins and ends 
within the limits of the State, it may be very just and equitable, and 
it certainly is the province of the State Legislature to determine 
that question. But when it is attempted to apply to tranportation 
through an entire series of States a principle of {this kind, and each 
one of the States shall attempt to establish its own rates of transpor- 
tation, its own methods to prevent discrimination in rates, or to per- 
mit it, the deleterious influence upon the freedom of commerce 
among the. States and upon thie transit of goods through those 
States cannot be overestimated. That this species of regulation is 
one which must be, if established at all, of a general and national 
character, and cannot be safely and wisely remitted to local rules and 
local regulations, we think is clear from what has already been said. 
And if it be a regulation of commerce, as we think we have demon- 
strated it is, and as the Illinois Court concedes it to be, it must be 
of that national character, and the regulation can only appropriately 
exist by general rules and principles, which demand that it should 
be done by the Congress of the United States under the commerce 
clause of the Constitution." 

Mr. JUSTICE BRADLEY wrote a dissenting opinion in which the 
Chief Justice and Mr. JUSTICE GRAY concurred. He by no means 
challenged the authority of Congress to act in the premises but said 
in conclusion: "The inconveniences which it has been supposed in 
argument would follow from the execution of the laws of Illinois 
we think have been greatly exaggerated, but if it should be found to 
represent any real difficulty in the modes of transacting business on 
their lines, it is always in the power of Congress to make such 
reasonable regulations as the interests of interstate commerce may 
demand without denuding States of their just powers over their own 
roads and their own corporations." 

Both of these great opinions are most suggestive and profound, 
especially the dissent of Mr. JUSTICE BRADLEY, with which I confess 
much sympathy; and I regret that time and other limitations do not 
permit a more adequate reference to them. 

As I said before, similar questions have been frequently decided 
by various. Federal tribunals with reference to the navigable waters 
of the United States. The power to regulate transportation and 
traffic upon these waters has ever since Gibbons v. Ogden been 
referred to the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution, and it 
has been long settled that Congress has power to prescribe regula- 
tions applicable to a steamboat employed upon these waters, and that 
this power existed even if such vessel were not engaged in interstate 
commerce. 
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A case that should be examined in this connection is the case of 
the Hazel Kirke13 decided by JUDGE BENEDICT and affirmed on appeal 
by Mr. JUSTICE BLATCHEORD. The question there involved was 
whether the Congress had power to prescribe regulations applicable 
to a steamboat employed upon navigable waters, whether it was 
engaged in interstate commerce or not. It was held that such 
power existed, upon a full review of the authorities, and JUDGE 
BENEDICT said: 

"Manifestly it is not possible for Congress to fully control and 
adequately protect commerce with foreign nations and among the 
several States, when that commerce is pursued by means of vessels 
navigating the public waters of the United States, without control- 
ling the navigation of all vessels navigating such waters, not only 
those engaged in commerce with foreign nations, and among the 
several States, but those engaged in domestic commerce and those 
engaged in no commerce at all, like the yachts. Accordingly Con- 
gress has undertaken to regulate the lights to be carried by all ves- 
sels navigating such waters, and the courses to be pursued by all 
vessels meeting upon such waters, and these regulations are supreme 
and binding upon the vessels there navigating, because only by con- 
trolling in those particulars the navigation of all vessels navigating 
such waters, can the safe navigation of vessels engaged in interstate 
or foreign commerce upon such waters be secured." 

This is a proposition so plain that it seems to me rather remarkable 
that its application escaped the attention of the usually clear-minded 
judges who seem entirely to have ignored it in the cases under con- 
sideration. 

A very similar question was decided by JUDGE Love in Iowa, 
U. S. v. B. & H. Ferry Co.14 In that case the question arose as 
to the power of Congress to prescribe rules to govern vessels 
navigating the navigable waters of the country (in that case 
the Mississippi River) between points within the same State. 
The court, in a learned opinion, held that this power existed; 
and while it is true the authority of Congress in that regard was to 
some extent referred to that clause of the Constitution which extends 
the judicial power to cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, 
the practical difficulties of adopting any such rule as that supposed 
to exist by JUDGE EVANS, is pointed out with great clearness. 

"If the power of Congress is not full and plenary over navigation 
in all waters of the United States and over all vessels carrying on 
commerce upon the same, whether foreign, coastwise, interstate, or 
strictly domestic to the States, a disastrous conflict must occur, both 

'S 25 Fed. 6or. 
14 2i Fp4. Rep, 331. 
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legislative and judicial. If the respondent's counsel be right in 
their position, Congress has power to regulate one class of vessels 
and the States another class navigating the same waters side by side. 
In order to determine the law and the jurisdiction it would be neces- 
sary in every case to first ascertain in what kind of commerce the 
vessel is engaged. Congress would have the undoubted right to 
prescribe rules and regulations for the navigation of vessels carrying 
on commerce among the States and afloat upon the waters of the 
United States. The States, upon the respondent's theory, would 
have power to regulate the navigation in the same waters of water- 
craft engaged in their strictly domestic commerce. The federal 
government might prescribe one set of rules and' regulations; the 
State government, a different set of rules and regulations. By one 
authority certain signals for the safety of navigation might be pre- 
scribed; by the other, different signals for the same emergency. 
One legislative power might, in a given situation, give the ascending 
boat the channel; the other, the descending boat. One government 
might lay down a rule for steam and sail vessels passing each other, 
in conflict with the rule prescribed by the other. In short, the con- 
flict of rules for the safe navigation of water-craft carrying passen- 
gers and property in the narrow waterways of our numberless rivers 
and artificial channels of commerce would be infinite, unless the 
power of the States be excluded and that of the federal government 
be made full and plenary over the navigable waters of the United 
States. It is needless to dwell upon the mischiefs likely to result 
from a conflict of rules and regulations. They would be simply 
intolerable." 

Mutatis muta,ndis, this is applicable here. If a car were filled 
half with goods shipped from one State to another and half with 
goods shipped from one point in a State to another, would Congress 
be justly chargeable with regulating commerce within a State in 
requiring an air brake on that car? Or if Congress required inter- 
state railways to lay a ninety-pound rail, could a company escape 
this requirement by showing that the great bulk of its traffic was 
wholly within a State and hence Congress was thus affecting com- 
merce within the States? 

It, therefore, seems to me certainly quite doubtful whether the 
objection that this act may in a measure affect commerce carried on 
wholly within a State is of such controlling significance as has been 
ascribed to it by the judges deciding these cases. 

It remains to notice briefly the suggestion made by JUDGE 
EVANS that as the act in question would be in terms applicable in 
the case of injury to employes employed in the shops of a railway 
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company and in its general office whose duties were in no way 
related to interstate commerce or to transportation of articles of 
interstate commerce, therefore the statute is invalid. It must be said 
that this is the most plausible objection that has been urged against 
its validity and possibly it ought to be regarded as conclusive against 
it; yet I am not altogether persuaded on this point. If it be true, as 
I have already suggested, that the right to engage in interstate com- 
merce at all, is derived wholly from the Nation, then it is not at all 
impossible that Congress has power to prescribe the terms and con- 
ditions upon which any one shall engage either in interstate 
commerce or in the transportation of articles of interstate commerce. 
Possibly the suggestion made by Mr. Garfield that every corporation 
engaged in such commerce be required to take out a license from the 
federal government will be found to rest, for its practicability and 
validity, upon this idea. It is certainly a question of profound and 
far-reaching importance and one not to be lightly decided against 
the power of the National Government. It seems to me it is worthy 
of more elaborate treatment and fuller discussion than is devoted to 
it in the opinion to which I have referred. 

I am fully aware, no one could be more so, of the imperfect 
manner in which I have discussed the important and fundamental 
questions referred to in this article. I have not attempted to write 
exhaustively of them but rather suggestively. 

The case of Howard v. Illinois Central Ry. Co. has been taken to 
the Supreme Court of the United States and there advanced and 
assigned for argument on the 8th day of April next. The questions 
involved in it therefore will soon receive the consideration of that 
court, and that they will be there considered most thoroughly and 
exhaustively cannot be doubted by those at all familiar with the 
methods of that exalted tribunal. 

These questions are urgent and pressing. It has become appar- 
ent, I think, that the authority of the States when it was first exer- 
cised, stoutly resisted by the great interests which it sought to control 
upon the ground that the States were invading the domain of 
national sovereignty, is wholly inadequate to reach and correct many 
great abuses. The power of the Nation, extending throughout the 
length and breadth of the land prescribing and enforcing a uniform, 
harmonious, and effective system of regulation, can alone correct 
them, if they are to be corrected at all. It is, therefore, of the 
utmost importance that no narrow and restricted view should be 
taken of the great powers reposed in the general government. The 
act in question may or may not be constitutional; but let us hope 
that when that question has been finally determined, it will not be 
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found that this comprehensive power of Congress to regulate foreign 
and interstate commerce has been unduly limited nor restricted; but 
that it has been left in all its plenitude, as declared by the command- 
ing and majestic langtiage of JOHN MARSHALL, when the Constitu- 
tion was comparatively new and neither he nor any other man could 
foresee conditions which now, more than ever before, and vastly 
more than in his day, call for a vigorous and effective assertion of 
national power in this broad and extended field. 

S. S. GREGORY. 
CHICAGO, March, I907. 
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